The identification of vertical velocity profiles using an inertial sensor to investigate pre-impact detection of falls.
This study investigates distinguishing falls from normal Activities of Daily Living (ADL) by thresholding of the vertical velocity of the trunk. Also presented is the design and evaluation of a wearable inertial sensor, capable of accurately measuring these vertical velocity profiles, thus providing an alternative to optical motion capture systems. Five young healthy subjects performed a number of simulated falls and normal ADL and their trunk vertical velocities were measured by both the optical motion capture system and the inertial sensor. Through vertical velocity thresholding (VVT) of the trunk, obtained from the optical motion capture system, at -1.3 m/s, falls can be distinguished from normal ADL, with 100% accuracy and with an average of 323 ms prior to trunk impact and 140 ms prior to knee impact, in this subject group. The vertical velocity profiles obtained using the inertial sensor, were then compared to those obtained using the optical motion capture system. The signals from the inertial sensor were combined to produce vertical velocity profiles using rotational mathematics and integration. Results show high mean correlation (0.941: Coefficient of Multiple Correlations) and low mean percentage error (6.74%) between the signals generated from the inertial sensor to those from the optical motion capture system. The proposed system enables vertical velocity profiles to be measured from elderly subjects in a home environment where as this has previously been impractical.